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Abstract

The most general left-right symmetry for SU(2) xSU(2)D xU(1) gaugeL K
theories with any number of flavours and with at most two scalar mulci-

plets transforming as qq bilinears is analyzed. In order to get-additional

constraints on the structure of quark mass matrices all possible horizontal

groups (continuous or discrete) are investigated. We give a complete

classification of physically inequivalent quark mass matrices for four

and six flavours. It is argued that our methods and results are also

applicable in the case of dynamical symmetry breaking. Parity invariance

and horizontal symmetry are shown to imply CP conservation on the Lagrangian

level. For all non-trivial three-generation models there is spontaneous

CP violation which in most cases turns out to be naturally small. Several
1/2six-flavour models predict m a m (m m'/m,m ) and are therefore already

U D U C U S

ruled out experimentally. In the remaining few realistic models predictions

for the weak mixing angles are made.



i . Introduction

The sequential structure of currently popular gauge theories for

electroweak interactions provides no clues for an understanding of quark

masses and weak mixing angles. The origin of masses is an unsolved problem

and will probably require a more fundamental theory than known at present.

However, at a more modest level of understanding we may try to establish

relations between quark .masses and mixing angles. Such relations will

only be useful if they are stable under renormalization. Loop- corrections

introduce uncontrollable changes in any relation between parameters of a

Lagrangian unless a symmetry is at work. Since gauge invariance is in-

sufficient for this purpose it will be necessary to impose an additional

so-called horizontal symmetry group H which commutes with the gauge group

and acts on different gauge multiplets (for a review see [1]). For such a

program to be successful it is imperative to construct the most general

gauge and horizontally symmetric Lagrangian. Furthermore, no other para-

meters except masses, mixing angles and possibly phases should appear

explicitly in a relation, because the renormalized values of such para-

meters are experimentally_unknown and the predictive power would there-

fore be lost. If these requirements are met we speak of a "natural"

relation [2-5],

Fermion masses in gauge theories are commonly generated by spontaneous

symmetry breaking. To this end one either introduces elementary scalar

(Higgs) fields or resorts to some kind of dynamical symmetry breaking.

Recently, particular attention has been paid to models of techni(hyper,

prime, ...) colour (for a review see [6]), in which elementary scalars

are replaced by fermion bilinears. Since the Higgs fields relevant for

fermion mass generation bear the same quantum numbers as those bilinears

general symmetry arguments should apply to both scenarios of breaking. In

order to leave open this possibility special assumptions about the Higgs

potential must not be made. We shall therefore keep this potential com-

pletely general except that it supplies the necessary breaking.

The origin of horizontal symmetries is unknown. We mention only two

possibilities: H symmetries could be the remnant of a grand unified theory



or part of the interaction which is responsible for dynamical symmetry

breaking (e.g. in extended technicolour theories). Rather than studying

various special "examples we find it desirable to attempt a general classi-

fication of all possible models compatible with an arbitrary horizontal

symmetry. We have taken up this task for SU(2)T
 XU(1) with four flavoursLi

[3] and in the gauge theory based on SU(2)T xSU(2) *U(1) [4]. In theL K
second type of theories left- and right-handed quark fields I|L. , ik. trans-

Lt K.

form as (1/2,0,1/3), (0,1/2,1/3) respectively under the gauge group. Thus

the scalars $ coupling to quark bilinears ^Tip_ must transform as (1/2,1/2,0)L K.
Only this kind of scalar fields will concern us here.

An unpleasant feature of the use of Higgs fields is the proliferation

of parameters. In order to keep their number as low as possible we consider

the minimal case. In theories with the gauge group SU(2) xsu(2)_xu(l)
L K

and only one Higgs field coupling to quarks the Cabibbo mixing becomes

trivial. Therefore at least two scalars are needed. One possibility is to

have one field <{> and its charge conjugate <p coupling to quarks. This

situation has been thoroughly investigated by us before [4].

The purpose of the present paper is to complete the discussion of

the minimal case. Thus we. take two (1/2,1/2,0) scalar fields <j>., c|>„

coupling to quarks, but we shall assume that their charge conjugate fields

do not couple. The absence of these couplings can be guaranteed by an

appropriate extra symmetry.

Imposing- an arbitrary continuous or discrete horizontal symmetry on

this theory with two and three quark generations we give the complete

classification of all possible models in which the mass matrices are

constrained at all by the generation symmetry. We leave out all (trivial)

models where quark masses vanish or some flavours decouple. The main result

of our investigation is that only very few physically inequivalent quark

mass matrices emerge.

In the analysis the left-right symmetry [7] is crucial. It is there-

fore essential to establish the most general parity transformation for

at most two Higgs fields. Invariance under these transformations restricts

the allowed Yukawa couplings. Although we consider the general CP trans-

formation in the same manner, we shall not impose CP invariance from the



outset. However, it is remarkable that in all possible non-trivial models

for the minimal case CP turns out to be automatically conserved on the

Lagrangian level. In all these models CP is violated spontaneously.

As our entire investigation is based upon a Lagrangian the mass para-

meters appearing should be interpreted as current quark masses. For the

ratio of light quark masses we rely on the determination by current algebra

[8]. Heavy quark masses are customarily deduced from onium bound states

(and vice versa) where however QCD corrections can be substantial [9].

The ratio between light and heavy masses is somewhat controversial. When-

ever the absolute values are needed we take m = 4.2 MeV, m, =7.5 MeV,

m =150 MeV, m = 1 . 2 GeV, m, = 4.4 GeV.

The content of the paper is as follows. Sec. 2 is devoted to a dis-

cussion of the most general P, C and CP transformation. Only parity in-

, variance is imposed on the Lagrangian and its consequences for the Yukawa

'.couplings are worked out, assuming the minimal Higgs sector. The resulting

class of models is furthermore restricted by an arbitrary horizontal

symmetry in Sec. 3. All possible models are classified for two and three

quark generations. Their phenomenology is carried out in Sec. 4 where
i

predictions for the weak mixing angles are made. In Sec. 5 we summarize

our results. Some basic definitions andi formulae and various technical
!

details are contained in three appendices.

2. Parity and Charge Conjugation in SU(2)_ x 811(2),, x u(l)Jj i\

In an SU(2)T x SU(2)_xU(I) theory with.n0 generations the transfor-
L K b

mations P and C may also involve unitary matrices in generation space

(App. A). Suppressing the Dirac matrix y a^d the dependence on space-time

th'e most general parity transformation reads

* = U * > * ' V *R . P L
(2.1)

,R P m +
y

with unitary U , Vp.



The quark gauge Lagrangian is invariant under this operation provided

the left- and right-handed gauge coupling constants g^, g are equal.

The gauge couplings of an arbitrary number of scalar fields <j> are

given by (App. A)

(2.2)

Introducing the 2h-component vector X where

T
X =

*v» (2.3)

L, can be written as
9

S = l Tr(V}Vx ' (2.4)

With the gauge bosons transforming as in (2.1) and with gT = gD (2.4)L K
is invariant under the general parity transformation [10]

X P = H
at T

(2.5)

P "Vwith a unitary, 2h-dimensional H . Since the <j> are not independent of

the d> the matrix H has the structureYa

H
„B .*

(2.6)

where A, B are hxh matrices.

Parity invariance of the Yukawa interaction (A.4)

a
(2.7)

selects those coupling matrices T , A satisfying

UP(V (2.8)



Under charge conjugation the chiral quark fields transform as

*£ - Uc C i£ , *£ - Vc C ̂  . (2.9)

C is the Dirac charge conjugation matrix and IL,, Vn are again np-dimensional\j L> vj
unitary matrices. C invariance of the gauge Lagrangian implies

?T (2.10)

and requires again gT = g_. The Higgs Lagrangian (2.4) is then also in-

variant if

XC = HC XT . (2.11)
a OT T
P

The unitary matrix H has the structure (2.6).

Under the combined CP transformation the scalar fields transform as

CP _ „CP * (2.12)
A — tl A
O 0T T

CP C. Pwhere H = HTI and is therefore again of the form (2.6).

CP invariance of (2.7) leads to conditions similar to (2.8) with T ,
4* *X" 'X*

A replaced by T , A . Note that these conditions do not imply real Yukawa
a r J a' a J

coupling matrices in general.

Whereas we shall not impose CP invariance on the Lagrangian we want

to investigate more closely the consequences of left-right symmetry as

given by (2.1) and (2.5). The strategy will be to redefine quark and Higgs

fields in such a way (see App. A) that the parity relations (2.8) are

brought into'a form more suitable for further discussion.

A basis transformation of the Higgs fields (A.8) can be written as

T Tf = 1 . (2.13)

From (2.5) and (2.6) we deduce that in the new basis A and B turn into

A = Tf A T*

. t (2-14

B = T1 B T .



In general, the matrices A and B are neither unitary nor symmetric, hence

they cannot be diagonalized by (2.14).

We shall only be concerned with a minimal Higgs sector in this paper

where the number h of scalar multiplets is at most 2.
p

If h = 1 the unitarity of H implies

A B = 0
(2.15)

for the complex numbers A, B. The two ensuing parity transformations

(A == 0 or B = 0) and 'their physical consequences have been expounded in

[4].

For h = 2 the unitarity conditions on A and B are much more difficult

to solve. However, we show in App. B that up to basis transformations

(2.13) there are only two possibilities for A, B:

D A =
coscp sincp

0 0
B = e

0

sintp - coscpj
(2.16a)

ID A =

-sincp e

sin<p

0

, B -
cosip e

0

0

iß
costp e

(2.l6b)

with 0 S tp £ IT/2. It is probably useful to emphasize that solutions with

different <p are physically inequivalent, i.e. they cannot be related

through a redefinition of scalar fields.
+ ) fVi

For a minimal Higgs sector we demand absence of <j> couplings in

(2.7) or A = 0.

In this case parity invariance requires

r = nU vV (2.17a)

+) This can always be achieved by an additional symmetry, e.g. IJJT -> .i|)T ,Li Li



0 = W (2-17b>
Inserting solution I into (2.17b) leads to F„ = 0, i.e. trivial

mixing. We are therefore left with alternative II. (2.17b) now demands

coscp = 0, unless r. = F_ = 0.

Thus, for realistic models with h = 2 and absence of <)> couplings

A =
0 l ,

B = 0 . (2.18)

0

independent of n .
G

In a suitable quark basis (App. A) (2.1) becomes

• *L = *R >. *R = S *L

with diagonal, unitary S. From (2.17) and (2.18) we now obtain the much

simpler parity constraints

r| = eia r2 s , r* = FJ s (2.19)

and therefore

Fj = e~ia Sf Fj S , F2 = e
ia Sf FZ S . . (2.20)

For e = 1 T and F_ commute with S. Since we exclude decoupling

of any flavours the P. are not both block-diagonal. Hence S must be pro-

portional to the unit matrix and by a further redefinition of the scalar

fields one can obtain hermitean F., F_. This property is maintained for

common basis transformations of fy and ̂  and for real orthogonal basis
~ L K
transformations of the <j> .

On the other hand, for e1Ct ̂  1 (2.20) implies that all diagonal

elements of F and F_ and consequently of the mass matrices M , M (A.6)

vanish. For two generations it follows immediately that there can only

be trivial mixing (0 = 0,7t/2). In contrast to before, S must not be
L»

completely degenerate for any n„, otherwise F. = F„ = 0.
VJ 1 /,



0

0

g

gl
0

0

0 l

82
0 J

.
Tr, = r{

Turning now to n„ = 3 and excluding det (MM) =0 the parity con-
b —. p n

scraints (2.19) uniquely lead to e 1 = 1 and

(2.21)

where we have already used phase transformations for the quark and Higgs

fields to obtain g. ä 0. Even though we have not imposed CP invariance

from the beginning the model based on (2.21) is obviously CP invariant

on the Lagrangian level. Phenomenological aspects of the model will be

discussed in Sec. 4.

In summary, for two or three generations and e £ 1 only one non-

trivial model (2.21) emerges without any further assumptions. All other

physically interesting models with n„ = 2 or 3 must have e = 1 .

3. Horizontal Symmetries

For each element g of an arbitrary continuous or discrete horizontal

symmetry group H the fields transform as:

*L = V8)*L'. ' *R = Vg)V *i = Vg)*S ' (3'°

where 1C, K and D are unitary representation matrices.

In view of the preceding section we can assume hermitean Yukawa

coupling matrices T . Invariance under H requires

< ra KR ' % rß ' (3'2)

which implies

2 2
[ I r2,K] = [ l I* K ] = 0 . (3.3)



In our earlier work [4] we treated the case where a single scalar

multiplet <J> and its charge conjugate <)> couple to quarks. The invariance

conditions for the Yukawa couplings were identical to (3.2) with the

important qualification that D was a direct sum of two complex conjugate

singlet representations. In the present discussion we must therefore re-

cover the solutions of [4] as special cases where (L, (J>„ transform as

complex conjugate singlets. However, even if the F are the same the

mass matrices will obviously not be identical because, the scalar vacuum

expectation values are different. Since now D is not restricted one would

of course expect (3.2) to have additional solutions as well.

Adopting a basis where £ F2 is diagonal, relations (3.3) will be
tx ^

analyzed according to the degeneracy of £ F2.
a

The simplest case is that of complete degeneracy

F2 + r2 = xl (3-A)

for an arbitrary number of generations. It is an easy matter to verify

that the products {F F0} (a,3 = 1,2) form a commuting set of normal matricesa p
[11]. Therefore,they can be simultaneously diagonalized by a unitary matrix

which consequently also diagonalizes MM and M M in both charge sectors.

Thus the mixing matrix is trivial.

For a partially degenerate 7 F2 the representation matrices K,. and
Ot AJa

K are block-diagonal because of (3.3). By a further transformation in each
K

degenerate subspace of 7 F2, K can be diagonalized:
cx L

a

K. = diag (e j) j « l,...,n_ (3.5)
Li O

I

whereas K remains block-diagonal. Since only relative .phases matter we
iß,R

put e = 1 for the rest of this paper.

It is now convenient to diagonalize D in order to decouple Equs.
ap

(3.2). By an orthogonal transformation on <}>. , <f>„ one can achieve

+) Remember that common basis changes of iL. and ij>_. preserving F = F areL K cx cx
still admitted.
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_* i<pD = e
COS0

- sin8 e

' sinG e~~lp'

COS0

(3.6)

whereby the T remain hermitean and £ T2 is unchanged (App. A). (3.6) isa • Q a
then diagonalized by the unitary matrix

u--L
v/2 IP . Ipi -le K

r ie
t * iu>, i.e. U D U = e v -16

(3.7)

The price one has to pay for a diagonal D is the appearance of non-

hermitean coupling matrices E satisfying (App. A)

and

r = -

= aE

= bEJ +

(3.8)

(3.9)

with

a - 1(1 -e-2ip) ,

i t-ab = -a b , Ibl2 = 1

(3.10)

The elements of Ej, E_ will be denoted by g.., h. . respectively and

we have

7 E Ef = l EfE = l T2 .u '' ''a aa a
(3.11)

Absorbing e

cast in the more convenient form

into K,. the invariance conditions (3.2) can now be
K.

K L E . K R = E 1
(3.12)



1 1

If e 1 = l one infers from (3.12) that 1C. commutes with MM and K„

commutes with M M in both charge sectors. A standard argument [12,4] shows

that either some flavours decouple or the mass matrices are unrestricted

by H. Excluding this possibility we assume e £ 1 from now on.

In the remainder we shall limit ourselves to n < 3. Having already

disposed of complete degeneracy £ r£ is th*m either nondegenerate or two-

fold degenerate.
a a

I) £ T2 nondegenerate
ot °

In our special basis iL and K_ are diagonal because of (3.3). Since

this property holds for every group element g the left- and right-handed

quark fields transform as singlets under the horizontal group. For an

invariant Yukawa coupling the Higgs fields must consequently be singlets

as well.

From (3.12) and e 10 ̂  1 we gat

»

g.. h.. = 0 (no sum) . (3.13)

For nn = 2 a nondegenerate T T
2 is the only remaining possibility,

(j Q
a

Since not all off-diagonal elements can be zero for nontrivial mixing we

assume g._ £ 0. Therefore (3.13) implies h]2 = 0 and (3.9) immediately

yields ab = O'. '

i) a = 0

From (3.9) and (3.13) we deduce

g.. = h.. = 0 (no sum) ' (3.14)

and therefore Q„ = 0 or u/2 (trivial mixing).
U

ii) b = 0

From (3.9) one finds that E., E„ are herroitean again. Up to a basis

permutation the invariance relations (3.12) have the unique solution
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g 12

with h22(l - e """"

g,2»
(3.15)

0

) = 0. This is exactly the solution of Ref. [4] for the

case of a single scalar multiplet <j). There are no other non trivial solu-

tions of (3.2) for n = 2.

We now turn to n„ = 3 and write

KR = diag (e (3.16)

+)For non trivial mixing we may choose g.„ £ 0 without loss of generality

The entire analysis will be based upon (3.9), (3.12) and (3.13). These

equations yield e = l, h.„ = 0 and

g31 a g 13 h31 = b 813
(3.17)

which implies again ab = 0.

i) a = 0

As for four flavours g.. = h.. =0 (no sum) and in addition g„. = 0

from (3.17). Systematic exploitation of the basic, relations (3.9), (3.12)

and (3.13) leads to the conclusion g„_ = 0, g,„ f 0 if we exclude massless

quarks. From .(3.9) we get h„„ ̂  0 because of g„. ̂  0 and the requirement

det M j= 0 now forbids g „ = g . = 0. But g.„ £ 0 is incompatible with

e /= 1. Thus we are left with g„. /> 0 which is only possible for e =„.

So we finally arrive at

E l -
0

g21
0

o.
0

Son

i
813
0

0 ,

E (3.18)

With a common phase transformation for the left- and right-handed

quark fields all nonvanishing elements of E. can be made real and positive
+ '

while E2 = E. is maintained. Therefore this model reduces to the one

+) All other alternatives amount to basis permutations.
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encountered in Sec. 2 where it was obtained from parity invariance alone

(Equ. (2.21) with r.1

ii) b = 0

Keeping in mind that the E are now hermitean one observes that for

g „ = h „ - goo ~ noo = 0 one generation would decouple. We can always
\ *m \ £• £• -J fL J

permute rows and columns such that either g ] 9 ^ 0 o r h ) 9 ^ 0. Hermiticity
• * rt \ £~ \ £•

of E. and g _ £ 0 imply e1Yl =

8 I 2*0

Prom (3.12) one finds e"'* = 1, e"1^ = e""J. For det M £ 0 the only
iy iremaining free phase in KL , K is determined either by e ' = 1 leading

to E„ = 0 (hence trivial mixing) or by e 1 = e .In the latter case

v;e perform a basis transformation (App. A) to bring the E into the form

0

0

g22
0

o

23

13.

*23
0

(3.19)

4i0with goo(! - e . ) = 0, where all matrix elements are real and g , h.„

and h„„ can be chosen to be positive. -In this particular basis (3. 19) is

identical to one of the two solutions obtained in [4] (Equ. (3.16) of

Ref. [4]).

üb) h ]2

Equs. (3.12) yield e"2 = e"vlJ3 ̂' = e ̂. As before, this leaves
iy i iy1one undetermined element in 1C , K which we take again as e '. If e ' =

or e Yl = e "we recover (3.19) up to basis transformations. Absence of

massless quarks leaves only the two further possibilities e ' = e or
£Yi —4iO
e ' = e which lead to the same model. In a convenient basis we may

write it as

0

812

0

g!2
0

0

o
0

g33

0

0

0

'23

(3.20)
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with h..(l-e 1)=0, e 1 ^ 1. All nonvanishing g.., h.. are real and

positive. (3.20) is nothing but the second solution derived in [4] for a

single scalar multiplet (Equ. (3.24) in [4]).

II) ^ r2 twofold degenerate (np = 3)
a

In our special basis K^ has to be block-diagonal:
K.

0

0 e

(3.21)

where k is a 2x2 unitary matrix. We may assume e £ e = 1 because

otherwise we could choose a basis in which both 1C and K are diagonal,

This case has already been considered in I.

The invariance relations (3.12) are best analyzed in the form

-«

and similarly for E_. Taking g _ ^ 0 as before we get

3
I , 823 =h!3 =g33h33=° '

(3.22)

(3.23)

Using (3.22) we obtain

1C X. — X. t k x = e

* 2i0
r = £
1y, = e yj . k V2 ~ e

i(2G-ß2)

k x- = e x» ,

i(20-33)
y, , k y, = o y.

(3.24)

*
The eigenvectors x., y. of k are given by

x.

f '

yi =
hi2,

i = 1,2,3 . (3.25)



On the other hand, (3.9) implies

15

=31 = a g13 332 b h
*
23 h31 = b g!3 h32 = a

Thus, for ab = 0 x_ and y_ are proportional to (Q) and ( ) respectively

and k becomes diagonal (see I).

Therefore we take ab £ 0 and infer from (3.9) and (3.23) that g33 =

= h33 = 0. If now e
lß2 £ 2lG)

also (3.26), g32 = h32 = 0 and k*j g3J = 0. But g3]

, (3.22) and (3.23) imply h„3 = 0 and, using

0 because of (3.26)j i
and we are again led to a. diagonal k (see. I).

From now on e * = e ". Because of ab t 0 and (3.26) x„, y. are

nontrivial eigenvectors of k . Moreover, due to e £ 1 they belong to

different eigenvalues and are therefore orthogonal implying h

The normali.-.?,d eigenvectors
23 '13'

e~1Xb

z = (3.27)

of k satisfy x.
#
8,3t,

*

If any of the eigenvectors x., x„, y., y„ is nontrivial it must be

proportional to t or z and hence both its component1: are nonzero. From

this property and (3.9) one concludes that either x = x„ = y. = y„ = 0

leading to det M = 0 or all components of these vectors are nonvanishing.

In the latter case the eigenvalues of k are 1 and e = e and there-

fore e210 = -1 and elg3

same result) we can set

+ 1. Choosing l (elß3 = - 1 leads to the

X = d t ' X2 = d2Z '
(3.28)

Insertion oji. (3.28) into (3.9) and straightforward algebra results in

, e, - - d, , (3.29)

* .*and 2a d = - d. requiring |sinp | = 1/2. Calling d} = d and g.., = e we



perform the basis transformation (App. A) U =
LJ

to obtain

a

b elx

0

b e~1X

a

0

T

0

0

1 ^

> T a3

16

(3.30)

AE l -
d 0 e>

0 d 0

*
e 0 0

, E2 =

0

- de

0

- de'1X

0

* -e e

0

i
e e

0

(3.31)

In (3.31) we can achieve d >_ 0, e >_ 0, x = 0 by a suitable phase trans-

formation. Finally, redefining the fields once more with

1 1

1 -1

1 0

-1 0

o
U

0 1

1 0

0 0

(3.32)

we end up with

E, =

0 • 0

d 0

0 e

En = E (3.33)

which is recognized as a special case of (3.18).

Model (3.33) can be realized with all quarks and scalar fields being

singlet representations of H. However, i't can be shown that (3.33) can

also be obtained if <f>., <j>2 form a doublet and if both the left- and the

right-handed quarks decompose into a doublet and a singlet. As a matter

of fact, among all the models investigated in this paper and in Ref. [4]

(minimal Higgs sector), it is the only one compatible with non-singlet

representations of H. The proof relies on the existence of standard forms

for the relevant Clebsch-Gordan coefficients established in [3].
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To sum up, under an arbitrary horizontal symmetry only very few non-

trivial (dot M £ 0, no decoupling of flavours) Yukawa couplings survive.

For two quark generations the only possible model is given by (3.15) which

is identical to the solution found in [4]. For three generations one re-

covers the familiar solutions [4] (3.19) and (3.20) and in addition one

obtains two new models (3.18) and (3.33). Solution (3.18) already follows

from parity invariance only.

4. Phenomenolo gy

In Sec. 3 a single solution (3.15) emerged for two generations lead-

ing to the following mass matrices

M (v •*• w ) . (4.1)p ex a

If the scalar fields transform in such a way that e £ 1 we must have

h„2 = 0 and we 'obtain the- historically first model that predicted the

Cabibbo angle within a gauge theory framework [8,13]. Without fixing the

phases of vacuum expectation values one can actually only derive the

bounds

m, m m, m
arctg / arctg /— < 0_ < arctg /— + arctg /— . (4.2)m m — C — . m ms c s c

4iG
For e = l h„2 is arbitrary and we get the model studied in [4]

(see also [14]) except that now we have four vacuum expectation values

v., v~, w., w„ instead of two. Because of the homogeneity properties of

the mass matrix elements (4.1) this implies only one additional independent

parameter which is, however, enough to preclude 0 from being bounded by
C

mass ratios only.

As a last remark for n_ = 2 we note that the inequalities (4.2) are(j
considerably weaker than the bounds given in [4] with just one scalar

field which are approximately

M =
P

v2hn v

v g v

-v

1812

2h22
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m, m 1/2 m, m 1/2

Let us now turn to n„ = 3. Before discussing the various models in(j
detail we observe that the Yukawa couplings for all the solutions derived

in Sees. 2, 3 are manifestly CP conserving. Leaving aside the possibility

of hard CP violation in the Higgs potential L, we conclude that for all

our six-flavour nodels CP violation is necessarily spontaneous. We emphasize

once more that we did not require the Lagrangian (A.I) to conserve CP from

the outset. As it turns out, parity invariance and horizontal symmetry are

strong enough requirements to enforce CP conservation at the Lagrangian

level. This may have some bearing on the so-called strong CP problem (for

a review see [ 15]) .

Since CP violation will be spontaneous let us look more closely at

the phases of Higgs vacuum expectation values. After an SU(2)T * SU(2)L K
phase transformation we get

iXv -»- e va a •
, X arbitrary (4.4)

-iX
Wcx * ? wa .

so that gauge invariance reduces the number of observable phases by one.

With only one scalar multiplet this leaves the single phase argvw [4]

while for the. present case there are in principle three observable phases

which may be chosen as arg v2/
vi> arS w2/w, and arg v.w. . However, since

the $ are assumed not to couple to quarks, "the mass matrix M (M ) in-

volves only v (w ) . Hence masses and the left-handed mixing matrix can-
+) a a

not depend on arg v.w.. We are therefore left with two genuine phases

and for the rest of the paper we can assume v. , w. to be positive without

loss of generality.

+) Note 'that arg v.w. may, however, be relevant for strong CP violation

and for CP violation due to right-handed currents.
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Model A [(3.19)]

For arbitrary g„„ we have model A of [4] but as with four flavours

there is now one additional parameter and again the mixing angles cannot

be bounded by quark mass ratios only.

On the other hand, for e 1 £ l g_„ = 0 so that the number of inde-

pendent parameters is reduced to six not counting phases. The mass matrices

can be written as

M =
P

Vlgl

0

V2hl

0

V182

V2h2

V2hl

v2h2

0

M = M (v ->• w )n p et a
(4.5)

where g >_ jg2|, h. £. °>- h? — °'
 S2 reali In order to ensure det M j£ 0

we must require v.v„ £ 0. Using the homogeneity properties of (4.5) we can

therefore set v. = |v„| = 1 to make the dependence on six parameters mani-

fest.

It is straightforward to check that the left-handed mixing matrix has

the structure

u_ = OT
c • p

1

1
1

eia

__j

n
(4.6)

where a = arg w0/v_ and 0 , 0 are orthogonal matrices diagonalizing M ,/ / p u p
M for v_ > 0, w„ > 0. This implies that the quark masses do not dependn *c —" z ~~ ~
on phases at all and that the standard mixing parameters [16] s., s_, s„

are mono tonic functions of cosa.

Model A has the interesting property that not all values of m are

possible. Referring to App. C for a sketch of the 'proof we claim that the

model cannot account for m values in the interval

m
I_l

m. = m + — -(m, -m ) < in < m
n, o 'd

m
f*

m + — (m, -m.)
u m VT> d'

s
(4.7)

which effectively reduces to a lower bound m £ m, m /m
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Using standard methods [4] we can derive approximate bounds for the

mixing parameters in terms of mass ratios. We skip the derivation and

exhibit instead the ex?ct numerical results in Figs. 1, 2 which are, of

course, fully in agreement with the approximate relations.

The'most noteworthy features of Figs. 1, 2 are the existence of two

solutions and the strong dependence of s., s_ on m . The approximate solu-

tions show that the bounds for s. continue to rise for increasing m and

that asymptotically (m -> °°) 0. is bounded by fr/2 - /m,/in ± /m 7m • Inn i Q s u c
other words, model A agrees with experiment in a small neighbourhood of

m - m, m /m oaly. We have not displayed the bounds for s2 because the

model predicts s„ - s„ in the region of interest.

Further insight into the model can be obtained by diagonalizing (4.5)

exactly for two special values of Yukawa coupling constants. The threshold

m = m' is attained for h„ = 0 in which case the second generation decouples

leading to

m, m m, m
< Q / U / Q / Uarctg / arctg /— < Q. < arctg /— + arctg / —
"b *2 - 1 - \ *2 •

(4.8)
_ JT_

2 ~ 3 ~ 9 '£~ <J £f

A similar situation arises for h. = 0 and m = nt (m -m )/(m ~ni,)

which is only possible for one of the two solutions. The third generation

now decouples'and we find 0~ = 0~ = 0 together with (4.2),

These two special cases contain an interesting message. Since one

generation decouples CP is necessarily conserved, at least in the left-

handed sector. It should come as no surprise then that the CP violating

parameter sin5 is naturally small in the whole region around m « HL m /m .
L D G S

From the approximate solutions one finds sinö - f(ra )sina where f(m ) £

•£ 0.03 in the relevant m range. Another interesting measure of CP viola-
-3tion is the quantity c9s_s_sin6 [17] which is bounded by 0.5*10 (solu-

—3
•tion with smaller s.) and 1.3*10 (solution with larger s.)» respectively.
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Model B [(3.20)]

In order to make the independent parameters more transparent we write

the mass matrices in the following form

M =

, icp
de ^

a

0

a

0

beitp

0

, i(pbe

c
J

• M n "

dse'^

ar

0

ar

0

, iijjbse r

0

bse1^

cr

(4.9)

with a, b, c, d, r, s all positive and tp = arg v_ , ij» = arg w9.
£. * f\ **

For e ^ 1 (see Sec. 3) d = 0 and we recover a model first discussed

by Fritzsch [18]. Since there are five real parameters for six masses the

model predicts the mass relation

i n - m + m m m m 1 / 3
t c u . t c u>
- m m, m. m m.

b s d
(4.10)

which seems to be excluded experimentally.

The general case d ̂ '0 (e 1" = 1) was written down by Harari [19]

who did not investigate it in detail, however. Compared to model A the

discussion is considerably more involved because of the dependence of both

the masses and the mixing angles on the two phases <p, ty.

The usual mass hierarchy requires that in each mass matrix (4.9) one

diagonal element is much larger than all other entries. This leads to two

physically different possibilities: cr » max(ar,bs,ds) and either

d » max(a,b,c) or c » max(a,b,d). In the first instance the standard

small angle approximation for the mixing matrix yields

m
8, «

,d
m

• m

m

02 * t - Ö3

m, m m 2 •
sinö - - —(——£) sin 3ij;m xm, m^ r

s T) t

(4.11)
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in excellent agreement with numerical calculations. In spite of the in-

criguing prediction for the Cabibbo angle the relations (4.11) unfortunate-

ly disagree with experiment mainly because 0„ is too large and sin<5 is

extremely small. Expressed in more physical terms, (4.11) would require

the charmed quark to decay predominantly into d instead of s.

We are therefore left with the second alternative c » max(a,bad).

The usual methods of obtaining approximate relations for the mixing angles

are hampered by the rather intricate dependence on the phases <p, ty and

we prefer to spare the reader the gruesome details. It turns out that for

each m there are actually four solutions of which only two are signi-

ficantly different, however. These two branches are characterized by

,2 ,2
d > — (model B.) and d < — (model B0)— re 1' — re 2'

and the exact numerical bounds are shown in Figs. 3-6. The model of Ref.

[18] is obviously a special case of B„. Moreover, B. and B„ are seen to

overlap for r = s which implies m - ml m /m .t D C S
Although the bounds for s. are not very impressive the model does

make very definite predictions for s«/s~, i.e.

Bl
, „ „ for ^ . . (4.12)

S3

are
The approximate relations (4.12) numerically confirmed for the whole m

range shown in the figures. For larger values of m both branches quickly

run into conflict with the observed Cabibbo angle, as can for instance be

seen from the asymptotic limits

Bl
(4.13)

Another marked difference between, the two solutions lies in the

magnitude of CP violation. For model B. we find approximately (at least

for m <_ 100 GeV)
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sin6
m

m ms t
(4.14)

except for m - m, m /m , while B predicts
t D £ S 2.

sind * sin 2(if/-<p) . (4.15)

Thus, only solution B has naturally small CP violation while for B2 the

mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking has to provide a small phase

difference (Jj-cp in order r.o account for the magnitude of CP violation.

Model C [(3.18)]

The mass matrices may be written

M =
P

Vlgl

Vlg2

v]83 0

M = M (v •*• w )n p et a (4.16)

where g., g?, g' can be chosen real and positive. With v. = 1 to set the

scale for the Yukawa couplings g. the mass matrices, (4.16) depend on six

real parameters in addition to the phases of v„, v„.

Despite the appearance of six independent parameters for six masses

model C predicts m to lie in a rather narrow interval.

The masses of Q = 2/3 quarks are determined by the following equations;

s = m2. m (4.17a)

tp =

d = m m mp t c u
r 3 + V^ o p
l 2 ' l 2

Introducing x = (gjg2. + g2g2 + g2g2)/(sj +

r2 = s2/t and y = |v_|/v. we get

(4.17b)

(4.17c)

+ g!*) with 0 <. x £ l,
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J2)2(l -i
P 9 .* y^ +

Since Equs. (4.17) are symmetric with respect to v «-»• v_ we may choose

y <_ 1 without loss of generality. From (4.18) r2 is a monotonically de-

creasing function of x and consequently

•c < y + y"1 (4.19)
P ~~

which implies

m.
y < y = I(r - /r2 - 4) = r"1 « -̂  '. (4.20)H — Hmax 2V p p p mt

In the same manner one obtains

—^-<-v =— . (4.21)
w. — max m.

Using (4.17) and the corresponding equations for the Q = -1/3 quarks

we derive the approximate bounds

,' si 3/2 d

'-ihmax^lT' T^'+f^x • (4'22>n p

which, to leading order in mass ratios, reduce effectively to

mt*VmTi;r • <
d s

More precisely, with the standard quark mass ratios the bounds (4.22)

determine m to better than 1.5%. From (4.23) model C is seen to be ii

compatible with the experimental lower bound for m (m >_ 19 GeV).
L U

Model D [(3.33)]

As already mentioned in Sec. 3 this model is a special case of model

C, namely g = g in. (4.16). It is the only minimal six-flavour model

compatible with non-singlet representations of the horizontal group H
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and it has already been considered in the literature [20]. The reduction

in parameters compared to model C only narrows down the allowed interval

for m and one finds that the approximate mass formula (4.23) now holds

to an accuracy of better than 0.3%.

5. Conclusions

The present paper completes the study of quark mass matrices in

SU(2) xSU(2)n *u(l) gauge theories with a minimal Higgs sector. Sinceij K
the models with a single scalar multiplet [4] may be considered as special

cases of the present investigation we include them for the purpose of this

summary.

In our work we attempted to determine all constraints on quark mass

matrices coming from both left-right and horizontal (H) symmetries. For

this aim it was essential to find the most general left-right symmetry

for any number of generations and for at most two scalar fields transform-

ing as qq bilinears. This general parity transformation is given here for

the first time.%Parity invariance of the Lagrangian leads to two classes

of models. In. the first class there'is a single non-trivial model C for

three generations and none for two. Although model C has 6 independent

parameters m is constrained to lie in a very narrow interval around
1/2m, (m m /m,m )• and the model is consequently excluded experimentally.

D U C Q S

In the second class of models parity invariance enforces hermitean

Yukawa coupling matrices in a properly chosen basis. For such models we

have investigated the consequences of arbitrary continuous or discrete H

symmetries for two and three generations. There are surprisingly few non-

trivial and physically inequivalent mass matrices. Another unexpected

result concerns the CP properties: although initially no assumption is

made about CP the left-right and H symmetries actually imply a CP conserv-

ing Lagrangian with the possible exception of the Higgs potential which

+) Apart from unrealistic models in which the sums of the squares of quark

masses coincide in the two charge sectors (Sec. 2b of Ref. [4])
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we did not specify. A more technical by-product of our work is that the

phenomenologically viable models have all quarks and scalar fields trans-

form as singlets under H.

With two generations there are only two models where 0 can be bounded
t Li

in terms of quark masses. Both models agree with experiment but the bounds

are much more restrictive for the case of a single scalar field [4,14]

whereas the model with two scalars [8,13] is less predictive.

Turning to three generations we find several examples which predict
1/2m = m, (m m /m, m ) . However economical those models [18,20] may be they

are now excluded by PETRA experiments. For the remaining thret cases we

concentrate on the solutions with naturally small CP violation. We note

in passing that we have not considered CP violation from right-handed

currents which can always be suppressed by making the corresponding gauge

bosons heavy enough. Only the model with one scalar [4] is in accord with

the general prejudice that 0. should be rather insensitive to the masses

of third generation quarks. Another characteristic feature is the small
3/2value of s, £ (m /HL ) . Both models with two scalar multiple ts make less

impressive predictions for 0. but A and B predict s„ - s_. In fact, in

model A s. depends so strongly on m that agreement with experiment is

only possible for m = m, m /m . Although solution B has naturally small

CP violation s and to a lesser extent s„ depend crucially on phases of .

vacuum expectation values . We would have to rely on specific Higgs potentials

in order to make more precise predictions for the mixing angles in this

model.

As the main conclusion of our work we wish to emphasize that contrary

to a widespread belief only very few quark mass matrices can Jae obtained

from left-right and horizontal symmetries. Until the mechanism of spontaneous

symmetry breaking will be better understood we regard horizontal symmetries

as one of 'the few conceptually satisfactory approaches to the problem of

masses and mixing angles.
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Appendix A; Basic foniiulae

The general SU(2)T x 811(2),, x U(l) gauge theory is defined byLi K

+ Tr (D (j) )fDy(j. + L. + Lu + L, ..p a Ya i H lepton (A.I)

where L contains the pure gauge interactions for the gauge fields W ,

W , B with gauge coupling constants gT, gD, g
1. There are n_ generationsy y ii K. w

of quarks

*»•
f V

nj L

' \

n.
j = l,...,n. (A.2)

R

transforming as (1/2,0,1/3) and (0,1/2,1/3) under the gauge group and h

scalar 2x2 matrix fields $ transforming as (1/2,1/2,0) with

(A.3)

The Yukawa interaction Ly has the general form

L. = l ' {>T.<j> (f ). . t|)_. + U i T . 9 (A ). . t|J0.} + b.c.i ^ ^LiTa a'xj rRj TLiYav a y x j rRj
(A. 4)

"\j #
with n -dimensional coupling matrices T , A . The field <(> = T0(j>' TO trans-Li (X Ct CX ^ CX «i

forms exactly as <j> under the gauge group. L. contains all other scalar

fields with different transformation properties and a general potential

to enforce spontaneous symmetry breakdown. Finally, the leptonic part.

L, will not concern us in this paper.

After spontaneous symmetry breaking <j> will acquire vacuum expecta-

tion values

v 0a

0 w
(A.5)

and the mass matrices in the two charge sectors are
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M = v T + w*A
p a a a a

M = w f + v A
n a a a a

(A.6)

The theory becomes left-right symmetric [7] (g = g ) by imposing

invariance of L under the general parity transformation

(A 7)

with unitary, n_-dimensional IL, V_. The transformation properties of the
(3 r c

<j> and the parity constraints on T , A are discussed in detail in Sec. 2.

Because of the U(nr) xU(n,) xU(h) symmetry of the basic Lagrangian
\y \j .

(A.I) we are allowed to redefine quark and Higgs fields in the following

way:

** ** s\

\l> = UT >^T , tyn ~ U0^ , <|> = T <))„ . (A.8)
L L L R R R et Ctp p

After a basis transformation (A.8) the Yukawa coupling matrices are given

by

r = T* UT r. t£a aß L 3 R
(A.9)

We emphasize that the F , A are physically equivalent to the original

T , A , i.e. all observable quantities like masses and mixing angles are

the same.

In the new basis the parity transformation for the quarks is deter-

mined by

UL UP

V =11 V UVP UR P UL

(A.10)

It can be shown that we may always choose U , UD such that IL. = 1 and V^L K \ t — r
is diagonal.
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The representation matrices KL, K , D defined in (3.1) undergo equi-

valence transformations

' U UL ' UR KR

A Jt

•n s T T Ti
aß ay 3« V

(A.11)

and may therefore be brought into certain standard forms by a proper

choice of UL, UR)

In general, we cannot have a simple parity transformation and standard

forms for the representations of H at the same time. The non-trivial

technical problem of how to choose an optimal basis is discussed in Sees.

2, 3 of the paper.

Appendix B; Standard forms for H (h = 2)

The general parity transformation for the scalar fields is character-
p

ized by the unitary 2h-dimensional matrix H (2.5,2.6). We want to use the

freedom of redefining the Higgs basis as in (2.13) to obtain standard forms

for the matrices A, B for h = 2.

For any symmetric matrix Mc one can find .;% unitary matrix T such that
t *
T lyLT is diagonal with nonnegative matrix elements.

Decomposing

A = (A + AT) + 1(A - AT)

we may therefore choose T in such a way that

— T i A 4- A ^T =n J- \f* ~ ** / •*•

ai °
0 a2

t t

j. T #
Since T (A - A )T is antisymmetric we get

(B.I)

TfAT* = (B.2)
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where a„ is in general complex.

In this specific basis we parametrize

B = (B. 3)

with complex b..1 p
Unitarity of H leads to a number of constraints on the matrix elements

P
a., b.. The normalization conditions for the rows and columns of H can be

exploited rather easily to give

M - |b.|

|b,|2 = (B.4)

The remaining orthogonality relations are

albl a3b2 =

a2b4 S3b3 =

3 * blb3 + b2b4

='0

(B.5)

Let us first concentrate on the case 0 which together with

(B.4) and (B.5) implies that all a., b,<must be different from zero. With

some patience one finds in this case that the complete solution of the

unitarity relations consists of the following two alternatives:

f . .

I)

A =

e

-ie cost|/.cost|/2

•R - QB = e

costy GOBI}/,, ie

le „

(B.6)
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with

II)

A =

•i|)1sin2tJL = sin2i|> ;

cosifj cosi|j„ esinv.v-woi)/-

-esinijj.cosijj,, cosij/.cosip»

cosi^.sinijj« -esinifi. sinijj,

Esinii.sinü),, cosijj.sin^^
1 J \ 2.

(B.7)

with cos2ij>.sin 2^^ = sin2ijj.sin 2ip_.

In both cases 0 < <|K < — (for a„b„ F 0) and e2 = 1. These two inequivalent
J» ^ J £

solutions may be characterized as follows:

I)

II)

det A = det B = 0

|det A| + |det B| =
(B.8)

Since |det A| and det B are unchanged by basis transformations (2.14)

the above relations distinguish I and II in an invariant manner.

After we have found the solutions I, II we can look once more for

appropriate unitary matrices T to simplify A and B. It is straightforward

to show that by a proper choice of T we can always write solutions I, II

as in (2.l6a), (2.16b), where the relations (B.8) are now manifest.

The remaining case a„b„ = 0 presents no difficulties. It is actually

quite simple to show that the solutions are again of the form (2.16a,b)

with 0 <_ <p <^ ir/2. As a final remark.we note that A = 0, B unitary or B = 0,

A unitary are'contained in solution (2. 16b) (<p = 0 or ir/2).

Appendix C; Mass gap of model A

As explained in Sec. 4 we may restrict ourselves to real Yukawa

couplings and vacuum expectation values so that the mass matrices (4.5)

are real symmetric. The eigenvalues are determined by the following equa-

tions (see paragraph following (4.5)):

~ m

0n 5 yd =wl(gl
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9 9
T = m (v + y ) + y y = SiSn ~ nf ~ h?

(C.l)
Tn ~ VPs + Pd} + Vd = Wlglg2 " W2(hl + h2}

dp E Vcyu = ' 82h? " glh2

dn ~ \VsVd = " wiW2(S2
hl + glh2}

where the y. (i = u,d,c,s) denote the corresponding quark masses up to a

sign. Note that m, , m are positive because we have chosen a basis with

&] — Iso I and because w. _̂ 0 by convention.

The mass relations (C.I) can easily be inverted to give

a d a 1/2
- —B. — 11—— I P\wl ~ a ' 'W2 " ^ 'd ' a ;

P P n

- 4a) , g2 = -~ , (C.2)

d +
,2 _ _P

Si So Si ~ on

with

2 2 2 2~ - wf wf - w*

Equs. (C.2) and (C.3) are to be understood as a step-by-step process to

express all parameters in terms of y. , m, , m .

Therefore the mass relations (C.I) can be solved for the parameters

W > w > g, g, h, h if and only if

d
p + 8j

b 1 0 . - dp - g2b >. 0 ,

a2 > 4a .
P ~~

(C.4)

We must distinguish two cases depending on the relatvve size of w.

and w2- From (C.2) one gets
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W d p m m m2 n D d «? tL S E ~ d s t (C.5)

°n

and we look first at w„ > w. or m > m, /m m /m ,m .2 — 1 t u o u c d s
The procedure now consists in checking the inequalities (C.4) for

the various signs of the y.. A somewhat tedious, but straightforward in-

vestigation shows that for w_ >_ w. m must actually be larger than m„ =
£ "™ 1 C f c

= m + (m, -m,)m /m and that for each m > m_ there are exactly twou b d c s t — i
possible solutions for (C.I), i.e. two different sign assignments for the

V
In exactly the same way one finds for w_ < w. that m <_ m thereby

establishing the mass gap (4.7).
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Figure Captions

Fig.' 1: Bounds for the mixing parameter s. in model A [(4.5)]; the shaded

region shows the experimental value of s. [21] with 1 st.dev.

errors. There are two solutions indicated by full and dashed

curves, respectively.

Fig. 2: Bounds for s~ in model A; the two solutions correspond to those

of Fig. 1.

Fig. 3: Bounds for s. in model B [(4.9) with c > max(a,b,d),

cr > max(ar,bs,ds) and cdr >_b2s]; the experimental value is

indicated as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 4: Bounds for s, in model B..

Fig. 5: Bounds for s. in model B„ [(4.9) with c > max(a,b,d),

cr > max(ar,bs,ds) and cdr <_b2s]; the experimental value is

indicated as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 6: Bounds for s„ in model B_.
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